
Mushq Moroccan Winter Collection from Pakistan Now 

Available in India 

Mushq is one of the most popular Pakistani clothing brands for luxury pret and casual dresses. 

The brand is known for its unique collections that feature high-quality fabrics and gorgeous 

embellishments. Mushq Clothes offers 24-hour access to its collection of premium women’s 

clothes for style conscious shoppers. Their website features a variety of dress categories like 

luxury chiffon, lawn, organza and khaddar dresses. 

Enchanting Lavender Grace 

Mushq is the one-stop destination for style conscious women across the globe, providing them 

with high quality fashion apparels at a reasonable price. Their collection is divided into various 

categories including Luxury Pret, Casual Pret and Khaddar. 

Enchanting Lavender Grace evokes a sense of timeless allure and refined beauty in a delicate 

shade of lavender. It features a raw silk lehenga paired with a beautiful embroidered chiffon 

shirt with complementary embroidered patterns. 

This enchanting ensemble is perfect for Weddings & Festive Events. Pair it with a contrasting 

shawl to complete your look. Mushq’s dresses are backed by a 24-hour availability guarantee 

and are sourced directly from the brands. 

Ruby Red Royalty Collection 

Mushq is your one-stop shop for all your style conscious clothing needs. They offer an 

exclusive collection of Pakistani Designer Dresses sourced directly from the brands themselves 

and provide you with a 100% Authentic Guarantee. They also offer you the convenience of 

shopping anytime, anywhere and have a 24-hour customer support team to assist you in any 

way they can. 

This season create a captivating fusion of grace and sophistication with this beautiful Moroccan 

inspired ensemble. The intricate embroidered details on the shirt are perfectly paired with the 

matching shawl to create a mesmerizing outfit that is sure to turn heads. This enchanting dress 

is available in both unstitched and stitched variants. Available in a variety of sizes from XS to 

44 Inches Bust Size. 

Peachy Perfection Ensemble 

A stunning ensemble that redefines regality, this outfit consists of a kaftan in light embroidered 

sequin fabric with pearl and 3D ornamentation and finished with tassel hangings. The look is 

paired with a gorgeous georgette ruffle-tiered lehenga embellished with fabricated flowers, 

crystals, kora dabka and cut dana. This look is perfect for a formal event, wedding or cultural 

gathering. 

Mesmerizing South Asian motifs bloom over this deep red net A-line shirt, adorned with 

glistening tilla threads and gold embroidery. Layered over are iridescent blue embroideries 



evoking jewellery and classic French motifs, crafted with gold and silver metalwork. Paired 

with a pink layered tulle dress and a heavily embroidered dupatta in a soft complementary 

shade. 

Infuse your wardrobe with the elegance of peach this season. This elegant 3-piece suit 

comprising a kurta with matching pant and a dupatta embodies grace and style, making it 

perfect for weddings or special occasions. 

Moonlit Jasmine Harmony 

Embrace the beauty of nature and elegance of classic style with this enchanting ensemble in an 

earthy shade of pink where grace meets sophistication. Intricate embroidered details decorate 

the exquisite shawl and shirt to create a captivating blend of feminine charm and timeless 

elegance. 

Mushq has become a household name for anyone who values fashion with their classy 

collection of Pakistani dresses that have made waves in the market. The brand offers a variety 

of dresses in varying materials including chiffon, lawn, organza, and khaddar along with other 

categories like luxury pret, casual pret, formal wear, and wedding wear. 

Coral Reef Serenity Suits 

Mushq’s stunning collection of Pakistani dresses includes a variety of luxury chiffon, lawn, 

organza, and Khaddar shalwar kameezes. This exclusive fashion brand was founded to bring a 

new wave of fashion into the Pakistani culture. Their unique styles have made them a popular 

choice amongst style conscious women who appreciate high quality, beautiful designs and 

intricate embroidery. 

The Coral Reef Serenity Suit from this Moroccan Winter Collection from Pakistan is an 

enchanting ensemble where grace meets sophistication. This embroidered dress is paired with 

an elegant shawl creating a captivating fusion of feminine charm and classic elegance. This 

regal outfit is perfect for weddings and festival events. Shop online this season at Mushq for a 

stunning range of designer Pakistani suits and dresses. With 24-hour availability at your 

fingertips you can shop for the latest collections from this leading fashion retailer any time of 

day. 

Golden Honeydew Elegance 

With its enchanting fusion of feminine charm and classic style, this Moroccan inspired outfit 

is truly a sartorial masterpiece. Featuring intricate embroidered detailing on the shirt and 

matching shawl, this enthralling ensemble is bound to take your style game up a notch. 

Mushq is a Pakistani high street fashion brand that has been making waves with their stylish 

collection of dresses for both formal and casual occasions. They feature top rated brands and offer 

their customers 24-hour shopping access as they bring you the latest trends straight from the 

designer stores themselves! Their range is broken down into luxury pret and casual pret categories 

along with a wedding wear category to help you plan your next wardrobe addition. 
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